
From strength to strength
Supporting those in Lebanon and Iraq affected
by displacement

In our fourth update, we catch up with Shaimaa, a recent graduate from FUAD's training school who
is now running a salon thanks to the support she received. In Lebanon, MSL's centres continue to go
from strength to strength, giving displaced children and their families a safe space to learn and grow.

Continuing success for FUAD
graduates
Since the start of the project in 2018, our partner the
Foundation of United Relief and Sustainable Development
(FUAD) has helped nearly 500 young people by providing the
training and materials needed to set up businesses in
hairdressing, sewing, and mobile phone repairs.

FUAD’s work continues to grow as they train their fifth group of
students from Kirkuk and Tikrit in Iraq, supporting both women
and men to start their own businesses.

Nearly 50% of those helped by the project have been
displaced. The project acts as a lifeline for many who have been
living with no hope of finding work, allowing them to start a
new profession instead.

A year on from their training, over 80% of the first-year
graduates from the programme are practising the profession
they learned on the project.

A famous salon in the making
Single mother Shaimaa Mohamed Mahmoud is bringing up her
four children alone. Her husband was killed in an ISIS attack in
2015. For many years her life was very hard with no income, no
family, and no support from the government.

Shaimaa heard about FUAD through her neighbours who told
her about the project and how it could help earn her own
income to support her children.

Thanks to the project, Shaimaa received training as a
hairdresser and now runs a salon. It has completely changed
her life.

Rather than spending her nights worrying about how to feed
her children, Shaimaa now dreams of owning her own salon
one day. She dreams of being so successful that her salon
becomes famous and people travel from across the region to
visit.

A safe space in Lebanon
In Lebanon our partner Mouvement Social Lebanon (MSL) has
been continuing to work hard to provide children from
impoverished socio-economic backgrounds with a safe space in
which they can learn, play, and grow.

The centres run by MSL stretch across Lebanon, and have

‘My life has completely changed now
I have a profession and an income. I
can finally depend on myself to help
my children.’ Shaimaa Mohamed Mahmoud

Shaimaa readies the salon for the customers of the day.



provided the opportunity for children and their parents to
receive warm, healthy meals, socialise with others, as well as
receiving support in education.

In Tripoli in particular, the centre has also helped to provide
families with a safe and secure place to be together, as
economic and political tensions rise in the area.

A sense of empowerment
Nadima is 13 years old. She moved to Qobbe in Lebanon
with her mother and 16-year-old brother after their father
died in Syria four years ago. Two years ago, her family
moved to Tripoli, and her neighbours suggested visiting the
MSL centre.

Nadima loves attending the centre. Her schoolwork is back
up to standard for her age, and she’s now able to attend
public school with her friends. Most importantly, Nadima
says the centre makes her feel empowered, and gives her
family a place that feels like home.

‘The best thing about MSL is that all of the people are so
nice and they don’t discriminate against us for being from
Syria.'

Fun for all the family
Fatima, 10, moved to Lebanon from Syria with her family
when she was three years old. She lives with her mum and
her four younger siblings in the outskirts of Tripoli.

Fatima loves the centre: for the things she has learnt there,
the opportunity to play, and the sense of calm it brings her.
She can't wait until next year when her youngest sister will
be old enough to join in the activities too.

'The best thing about the centre is
that it's so calm, we don't hear any
loud noises or shouting or beating.
During the three years I've been at
the centre I haven't seen any violence
which is so surprising for me.' Fatima

Please join us in our prayers for the project
• Pray for all those displaced across Iraq and
Lebanon, many of whom, like Shaimaa, have lost
their families as well as their homes; that they
might have the strength to keep fighting and build a
safe space to call home.

• Pray for all the young people supported by FUAD,
both currently training and those that have
graduated; that they might continue to make the
most of their training and run thriving businesses,
offering them a stable income in a country riddled
with insecurity.

• Pray for all the parents in the Lebanon who lack a
secure income to provide for their children, and are
doing everything they can to build the best possible
future for their families in areas of economic and
political tension.

•Pray for children across Lebanon like Fatima and
Nadima, that they might continue to flourish under
the care of MSL's centre, and live their dreams of a
bright and stable future.
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If there is any way we can help your group,
please contact your local Christian Aid office,
email  cpartnership@christian-aid.org  or visit
caid.org.uk/partnerships

Students at the Tripoli centre have the opportunity to
complete their homework with the help of tutors.

Children prepare for a game of hide and seek at the Tripoli
centre.


